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The second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws, expressed in a compact
algebraic mathematical form, were validated for the force-driven Poiseuille gas flow
by the deterministic atomic-level microscopic molecular dynamics (MD). Emphasis
is placed on how completely different methods (a second-order continuum macroscopic theory based on the kinetic Boltzmann equation, the probabilistic mesoscopic
direct simulation Monte Carlo, and, in particular, the deterministic microscopic MD)
describe the non-classical physics, and whether the second-order non-Navier-Fourier
constitutive laws derived from the continuum theory can be validated using MD
solutions for the viscous stress and heat flux calculated directly from the molecular
data using the statistical method. Peculiar behaviors (non-uniform tangent pressure
profile and exotic instantaneous heat conduction from cold to hot [R. S. Myong, “A
full analytical solution for the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow based
on a nonlinear coupled constitutive relation,” Phys. Fluids 23(1), 012002 (2011)])
were re-examined using atomic-level MD results. It was shown that all three results
were in strong qualitative agreement with each other, implying that the second-order
non-Navier-Fourier laws are indeed physically legitimate in the transition regime.
Furthermore, it was shown that the non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws are essential
for describing non-zero normal stress and tangential heat flux, while the classical and
non-classical laws remain similar for shear stress and normal heat flux. Published by
AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959202]

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the flow and thermal characteristics of gases in rarefied and micro- and nano-scale
conditions remains a fundamental topic in various disciplines.1–11 Previous studies have revealed
that the fundamental physics in conditions far from thermal equilibrium is significantly different
from the classical physics governed by the linear constitutive laws that are valid in conventional
flows near equilibrium. For instance, it was shown that the classical Navier12 and Fourier13 laws
cannot predict the peculiar flow physics of the force-driven Poiseuille gas flow,5–11 in particular,
the monotonic non-uniform tangent pressure profile and non-vanishing normal stress and tangential heat flux. This indicates that the situation cannot be corrected by simply modifying the classical Navier and Fourier laws through transport coefficients, or by introducing velocity-slip and
temperature-jump boundary conditions alone. It essentially demands a completely new development of the non-classical second-order theory.
In working towards this goal, which is independent of the previous high-order continuum theories, a non-classical theory based on an algebraic nonlinear coupled constitutive relation (called
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NCCR hereafter) was developed recently by Myong.10,14,15 The NCCR theory was developed from
the viewpoint of the moment method applied to the kinetic Boltzmann equation and the so-called
(second-order) balanced closure.14 The basic tenet of the NCCR theory is built on the critical
observation that the number of places for closing the moment equations is two, rather than one,
as misleadingly described by the previous theory based on the Maxwellian molecule assumption.
Accordingly, the order of approximations in handling two terms—kinematic (movement) and dissipation (collision) terms—must be the same, for instance, second-order for both terms. Otherwise,
in the case of high Mach number shock structure, the kinematic (stress-strain) coupling term of
quadratic nature will grow far faster than the strain rate term, due to the destructive interplay, resulting in an imbalance with the first-order dissipation term, and eventually, a blow-up mathematical
singularity.
As a result of the new closure, a second-order implicit NCCR form of the stress tensor Π and
the heat flux vector Q was derived,10,14,16,17
p
D(Π/ρ)
+ 2[Π · ∇u](2) + 2p[∇u](2) = − Πq2nd(κ),
Dt
η
(1)
pCp
D(Q/ρ) Du
ρ
+
· Π − a · Π + Q · ∇u + Π · Cp ∇T + pCp ∇T = −
Qq2nd(κ).
Dt
Dt
k
Here the second-order dissipation term, q2nd, and the first cumulant expansion term, κ, are given in
terms of the hyperbolic sine form and a Rayleigh dissipation function, respectively,
(
) 1/2
sinh κ
(mk B)1/4 T 1/4 Π : Π Q · Q
q2nd(κ) =
,κ= √
+
.
κ
p
2η
kT
2d
In these expressions, ρ, p,T, u, a, and D/Dt denote the density, the pressure, the temperature, the
average velocity vector, the external force vector, and the material time derivative, respectively. η
and k represent the linear (Navier) viscosity and the linear (Fourier) thermal conductivity, respectively. The d, m, and k B denote the diameter of the molecule, the molecular mass, and the Boltzmann constant, respectively. The symbol [ ](2) stands for a traceless symmetric part of the tensor
and Cp represents the heat capacity per unit mass at constant pressure. Note that a new term a·Π
associated with the external force appears in the constitutive equation of heat flux in (1).
The sinh dissipation term in the second-order constitutive equation (1) originates from the
Boltzmann collision integral, in which the net change in the number of gas molecules is basically described by gain minus loss, that is, exp(nonequilibrium) − exp(−nonequilibrium), so that the leading
term of dissipation next to the first-order becomes “sinh.” Since the sinh term is derived through
the balanced closure,14 it guarantees the correct asymptotic free-molecular limit in all situations,
including the high Mach number compressive gas flow. Interestingly, it turned out to play a minor
role in the cases of velocity shear and expansive flows, since the second-order dissipation effects
were cancelled under the constraint of asymptotic free-molecular behavior.14 Notice also that the
second-order NCCR model (1) reduces to the first-order linear Navier-Stokes and Fourier (simply
called NSF hereafter) laws near equilibrium,12,13
ρ

Π 0 = −2η[∇u](2), Q0 = −k∇T.

(2)

When the following non-classical second-order non-Navier and non-Fourier constitutive laws
(called non-Navier-Fourier laws hereafter) embodied in partial differential equation (1), expressed
as a compact algebraic mathematical form in the case of the steady-state shear flow,10,14
)
(
Πy y
Π x y0,
Π x y q2nd(κ) = 1 +
p
(3)

3
2
Πx y = − p + Π y y Π y y,
2
(
)
Πy y
ak
Q y q2nd(κ) = 1 +
Q y0 +
Πx y,
p
pCp
(4)
Π x y Q y0 + Q y Π x y0/ Pr −2akΠ y y /Cp
Qx

=
,
Qy
p + Π y y Q y0 + akΠ x y /Cp
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respectively, were incorporated to the force-driven Poiseuille flow10 and the Knudsen layer in Couette flow15 in transitional regimes, the NCCR theory was shown to capture all flow peculiarities,
in strong agreement with DSMC (direct simulation Monte Carlo). After additionally developing a
new mathematical technique for rigorously taking into account temperature variation of transport
coefficients, the new theory unraveled not only the abnormal behaviors unique to the force-driven
Poiseuille flow, like monotonic non-uniform pressure profile, but also the unsolved properties in the
Knudsen layer, like the velocity gradient singularity and higher central temperature.
Encouraged by these developments, we attempt in this study to validate the non-classical
second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws (3) and (4) deduced from the second-order
exact consequence of Boltzmann equation (1) by running a deterministic atomic-level microscopic
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for the compressible force-driven Poiseuille gas flow. Since
special conditions are associated with rarefied and micro- and nano-scale gases, experimental observations that rely on the application of classical models are difficult to obtain, and this makes
molecular based simulations extremely important.
MD simulation of the force-driven Poiseuille flow was performed with soft-sphere potentials
by Hannon et al.18 The simulation results were shown to be in agreement with hydrodynamic
equations for velocity and shear-stress profiles, but with less correlation for temperature profile. The
substantial gap with the classical quartic temperature profile, which may be a sign of the presence
of temperature minimum at the center, was attributed to boundary contamination and temperature
fluctuations, rather than the generic non-Fourier law observed in transitional regimes. Bhattacharya
and Lie19 also studied the heat and momentum transport phenomena in very dilute gases of the
force-driven Poiseuille flow through MD simulations. They showed that the viscosity of a very
dilute gas decreases monotonically with decreasing density, implying the shear-thinning non-Navier
law in the flow. Later Todd and Evans20 investigated the temperature profiles by carrying out MD
simulations of planar Poiseuille flow between parallel isothermal atomic walls. They found the
quadratic temperature profile near the center of the channel and attributed such abnormal behavior
to the additional heat flux, which is proportional to the gradient of the square of the strain rate.
However, most previous MD studies had the inherent limitation of MD by itself being more
akin to a computational experiment than theory, being in the class of the state-of-the-art computer
simulations, and were attempts to provide a snapshot answer to the question of where the classical transport theory, based on the first-order Chapman-Enskog theory, may break down. Also,
to the best knowledge of the authors, no results of the pressure and non-conserved variables (in
particular, normal viscous stress and tangential heat flux), all of which are critical in validating
the non-classical second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws, have been reported in previous
MD studies. Further, since the first-order NSF theory limited to the linear regime was employed to
guide molecular characterization of gases in the transition regime in previous MD studies, the present, more accurate second-order NCCR theory is expected to enhance molecular characterization of
gases significantly.
In this study, we aim to validate the second-order holistic non-Navier-Fourier constitutive
laws (3) and (4) by the most fundamental method, deterministic atomic-level microscopic MD.
The analytical holistic NCCR solutions to the compressible force-driven Poiseuille flow are first
summarized in Section II for further study. An explanation of the present MD simulation setup then
follows in Section III. Further, the MD results of non-conserved variables, in particular, the normal
viscous stress, and tangential heat flux, were calculated directly from the molecular data using the
statistical method and they were illustrated in Figs. 4, 8, 10-12, 14, and 16. Finally, on the basis of
non-conserved MD data, complete molecular dynamics characterization of the non-Navier-Fourier
laws is achieved in Section IV.
II. ANALYTICAL SECOND-ORDER BOLTZMANN SOLUTIONS TO THE FORCE-DRIVEN
POISEUILLE GAS FLOW

The force-driven compressible Poiseuille flow is defined as a stationary flow in a channel
generated by the action of a uniform external force parallel to the walls. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
flow between two infinitely separated reservoirs maintained at the same pressure and temperature
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the one-dimensional compressible Poiseuille gas flow in the rectangular channel (driven by
a uniform force) between two pressure-regulated reservoirs. (Reproduced with permission from, “A full analytical solution
for the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow based on a nonlinear coupled constitutive relation,” Phys. Fluids 23(1),
012002 (2011). Copyright 2011 AIP Publishing LLC).

by adjusting the density can be defined uniquely by two non-dimensional parameters: the Knudsen
number based on pressure (Kn) and a new parameter ε h w (similar to Richardson number) on the
external force. The definition of the force parameter is given by
εhw =

ah
,
RTw

(5)

where a is the external force which drives the flow, h is the channel height, R is the gas constant for
a monatomic gas, and Tw is the wall temperature. The same parameter can be defined in both MD
and NCCR calculations.
On the other hand, the Knudsen number in this pressure-regulated case can be defined for
NCCR as

√
π η w RTw
,
(6)
Kn =
2 pm h
where η w is the viscosity at the wall temperature and pm is the pressure at the middle of the channel,
and will be maintained to be the same as that of the reservoir. In the case of MD and DSMC, the
Knudsen number can be defined as
Kn = √

1
2πnd 2 h

,

(7)

where n and d represent the number density and the diameter of the molecule.
The analytical solutions to the conservation laws and the second-order constitutive equations
for the force-driven Poiseuille gas flow have been derived for Maxwellian molecules by Myong.10
A mathematical technique based on the average quantities for velocity and temperature profiles, a
spatial variable scaled by the temperature, and subsequent auxiliary relations played a critical role
in the derivation. It was also proved that a unique flow solution exists for all the physical conditions specified in terms of the Knudsen number and the force parameter. Some important solutions
are summarized here for further study. (The detailed derivation of the analytical solutions and an
associated code are available in the work of Myong.10)
The NCCR solution forvelocity profile is basically given as trigonometric function, in a
non-dimensional form (Nδ = 2γ/π M Kn),
2

2

Tw∗ ε h w * tan S ∗ +
u∗
=
1
−
·
.
∗
u∗(0)
2u∗(0) Nδ , 2S1/2
-

(8)
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The NCCR solution for the temperature profile is then given as
5
2
T∗
π(γ − 1) Pr Tw∗ ε h w F(S ∗) +
−e ∗ *
=
cos
S
1
−
(9)
∗ 4 ,
T ∗(0)
24γ(1 − e/4) T ∗(0) Kn2 (2S1/2
) ,
√
where e = 3 (γ − 1) / (2γ), ds ≡ d y/T, y ∗ ≡ y/h, S ∗ ≡ 2/3Tw∗ ε h w s∗, and s∗ ≡ sTr /h. Here the
trigonometric function F is defined as
(

)
1
1
1
1
−
−
F (t) ≡ (4 − e)
−
.
4−e 2−e
(4 − e)cos4−et (2 − e)cos2−et
The velocity and temperature were made dimensionless by using the following unknown average
properties:

2 h/2
h/2
ur =
udy, Tr =  h/2
.
h 0
1/T dy
0

Note that the function F is related to the quartic function in the classical NSF solution as follows:
(
e) 4
t + O(t 6).
F (t) = 1 −
4
On the other hand, the factor in the temperature solution cos−et, directly related to the force
parameter ε h w , is basically quadratic since
e
cos−e (t) = 1 + t 2 + O(t 4),
2
and it is responsible for the central temperature minimum. The unknown value Tw∗ in (8), that is, the
average temperature, can be determined uniquely for any given values of Kn and ε h w by solving the
following algebraic equation using the bisection method:
5

∗
π(γ − 1) Pr ε 2h wTw∗ F(S1/2
)
∗4
S1/2

2

(
)
∗
∗
= T ∗(0) 1 − (1 − αT ) sec−e S1/2
− αT Tw∗ sec−e S1/2
,

384γKn (1 − e/4)
β̄T p∗w
1
, β̄T =
.
αT =
∗
4ωT Kn
1 + β̄T pw

(10)

Here the ωT is the temperature jump coefficient10,21 defined as (2 − φT )/φT , where φT is the energy
accommodation coefficient, and is assumed to be 1.
The NCCR solutions for pressure and shear and normal stresses are given by (Π y y = Πz z =
−Π x x /2)
p∗(S ∗) = 1 + tan2 S ∗,





(11)
1
3
1
∗
∗
tan S ∗, Π ∗y y (S ∗) = − tan2 S ∗.
Π x y (S ) =
0
0
Nδ 2
Nδ
An abbreviation [A]0 ≡ A − A(0) is introduced to represent the value of a quantity A measured
from its value at the center, that is, A(0). The solutions are a function of tangent and show the
central minimum in pressure. Note that the slip (jump) boundary conditions play an indirect role at
negligible levels in pressure and stresses, only through the determination of average temperature Tw∗ .
The tangent functional forms in pressure and stresses hold for any monatomic gases. Further, the
density distribution across the channel is calculated using the equation of state,
p∗
.
(12)
T∗
Finally, the NCCR solutions for normal and tangential heat fluxes can be expressed as, respectively,
ρ∗(s∗) = T ∗(0)

3

1
tan S ∗
3 εh
Pr EcTw∗ 2w * ∗ + ,
0
3
2S
N
(
) δ , 1/2 
 )
 ∗
1  ∗   ∗
Tr (γ − 1) T ∗ (  ∗ 
∗ 2
Q x 0 = Nδ 1 +
Πx y Q y − εh w
2 Π y y + Nδ Π x y
.
0
0
0
0
Pr
∆T γ p∗
2



Q∗y



=

(13)
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On the other hand, the second-order NCCR solutions (8)-(13) are reduced to the first-order
compressible NSF solutions (the conservation laws in conjunction with the linear NSF laws (2)) near
thermal equilibrium as follows; in order of velocity, temperature, pressure, viscous stresses, density,
and heat fluxes,
2

T ∗ ε h w ∗2
u∗
= 1 − ∗w
s ,
∗
u (0)
2u (0) Nδ
5
5
2
π(γ − 1) Pr ε 2h wTw∗
5αT
T∗
π(γ − 1) Pr Tw∗ ε h w ∗4
(1 − Tw∗ ) ,
s , where
=
=1−
2
T ∗(0)
24γ
T ∗(0) Kn2
5 − αT
384γKn




εh
p∗(s∗) = 1, Π ∗x y (s∗) = Tw∗ w s∗, Π ∗y y (s∗) = 0,
0
0
Nδ
p∗
∗ ∗
∗
ρ (s ) = T (0) ∗ ,
T
2
 

1
3 
3 εh
∗
Q y = Pr EcTw∗ 2w s∗ , Q∗x 0 = 0.
0
3
Nδ

(14)

(The detailed information of the analytical NSF solutions is available in the work of Myong.10)

III. ATOMIC-LEVEL MD SIMULATION SETUP

The force-driven Poiseuille flow in the present MD simulation is described using argon as
fluid atoms constrained between platinum wall atoms. The walls are separated by L = 100 Å,
parallel to the x-z plane. Initially, all wall atoms, with mass mPt = 195.08 g/mol and diameter
d Pt = 2.77 Å, are arranged in six layers each with a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice, with a lattice
constant of 3.92 Å. The interaction between the fluid and wall atoms are modeled by Lennard-Jones
(LJ) shifted force potential with the cutoff distance as 2.5σ. The LJ interaction parameters for
argon fluid and platinum wall atoms are σAr = 3.4 Å, ε Ar = 0.238 18 kcal/mol, σPt = 2.47 Å,
ε Pt = 7.4981 kcal/mol, respectively.22 The LJ parameters to model the interaction between fluid
and wall atoms are calculated by the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule23 as σPt−Ar = 2.935 Å, ε Pt−Ar =
1.5739 kcal/mol.
The flow is generated by an external constant force Fx (kcal/mol Å) applied uniformly on each
atom in the x-direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The heat flux due to fluid friction is dissipated
through the walls by maintaining the walls at constant temperature (300 K) by Berendsen thermostat.24 The channel dimension is 98 × 100 × 98 Å3 and the simulation domain is periodic in all three
dimensions, similar to the method adopted in Ref. 22. To eliminate the interactions between the
two walls due to periodicity, some empty space is provided beyond the walls. The calculations were

FIG. 2. MD simulation setup of the Poiseuille gas flow between two walls. The fluid atoms are driven by a force applied
uniformly in the x-direction.
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performed for 70 × 106 time steps with a time step of 1 fs. The integrations were performed using
the velocity-Verlet algorithm in a microcanonical (NVE) ensemble.
In the post-processing of the MD simulation data, average results across the channel were
obtained by dividing the channel into a number of equally divided bins. The binned values were
then time-averaged for a number of time steps. The properties were averaged for all the atoms in
each bin, which resulted in a representative value for that bin. The spatial averaging was performed
across the channel by binning method25 with 80 bins. It was observed that the simulation reaches
the steady state after the first 20 × 106 of time steps. Therefore, the properties were averaged for
the last 50 × 106 steps, after the system has reached the steady state. The density in each bin was
then obtained by counting the mass of the total number of atoms. Finally, the pressure and stress
tensor and heat flux vector were calculated by the Irving-Kirkwood procedure.25 The calculation
of the pressure and non-conserved variables (in particular, normal viscous stress and tangential
heat flux) directly from the molecular data using the statistical method turned out to be extremely
important, since it is not possible to validate the constitutive laws without information of the viscous
stress and heat flux. The simulations were performed using the open source MD simulation package LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) distributed by Sandia
National Laboratories.26
IV. MD CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SECOND-ORDER NON-NAVIER-FOURIER
CONSTITUTIVE LAWS

In the present simulation, the total number of gas atoms, 1470, in a L × L × L volume was
considered, yielding a Knudsen number Kn = 0.1 in the transition regime. A constant force, a(=
Fx ) = 3.575 × 10−3 kcal/mol Å, was applied uniformly on each atom, leading to a force parameter
ε h w = 0.6. The results obtained from the MD simulation were compared with the compressible NSF
solution,10 the second-order non-Navier-Fourier solutions based on the NCCR theory summarized
in Section II, and DSMC data for a hard sphere gas obtained by Uribe and Garcia.6 Among various
direct solutions of the Boltzmann equation, the DSMC data by Uribe and Garcia were chosen
because the pressure, normal viscous stress, and tangential heat flux, all of which are essential in
validating the non-classical constitutive laws, are available. Under the present flow conditions, it
was shown by previous work10 that the flow within the channel is high subsonic, having average
Mach numbers of M = 0.679 15 and 0.706 53, according to the compressible NSF and NCCR
theories, respectively.10
A. Conserved properties and the case of pressure near wall

The conserved properties of MD simulation are depicted in Figs. 3-6. The MD density data are
in qualitative agreement with NCCR and DSMC data, as shown in Fig. 3. Here the properties are

FIG. 3. Density distribution ρ(y ∗)/ρ(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).
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FIG. 4. Pressure distribution p(y ∗)/p(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

non-dimensionalized with respect to the values at the centerline, while the location in the channel
is non-dimensionalized with the channel height. In general, all data, including the classical NSF
theory, predict essentially the same trend: minimum at the center and maximum at the wall. This
finding is not surprising since any theory based on the conservation law of mass, whether classical
or non-classical, will share the same qualitative behavior. The reason is that the conservation law of
mass is automatically satisfied in the case of one-dimensional Poiseuille flow problem, due to the
simple non-locality relation, v = 0, ∂/∂ x = 0, imposing no restriction on the density.
Nonetheless, there is a substantial gap in the case of the classical NSF theory, in particular,
near the wall. The cause of this disparity can be easily identified from Fig. 4 of the pressure profile,
in which only the classical NSF theory predicts constant pressure, while all other results show
the non-uniform
(quadratic) convex pressure profile with a maximum near the wall; for instance,
√
1 + tan2( 2/3Tw∗ ε h w s∗) for the second-order NCCR theory. This difference causes the density of
the classical theory to be lower than that of other non-classical data, through the equation of state
(12). On the other hand, the ultimate origin of the non-uniform pressure profile can be explained
from the kinematic stress constraint given in (3) and the y-momentum equation of the conservation law p + Π y y = p(0); that is, non-zero shear stress generated by the external force induces
non-zero normal stress which in turn causes non-uniform pressure profile. The peculiar nature of the
force-driven Poiseuille flow — the appearance of the forcing term ρa in the x-momentum equation
of the conservation laws dΠ x y /d y = ρa — causes the stress constraint to stand out unexpectedly in
the transition regime.

FIG. 5. Velocity distribution u(y ∗)/u(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).
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FIG. 6. Temperature distribution T (y ∗)/T (0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

Fig. 4 of pressure profile also shows a very interesting point that the DSMC solution shows
unusual behavior of increase and decrease near the wall, while the MD result and the second-order
NCCR theory (1 + tan2 S ∗) show strict monotonic increase. As shown recently by Karchani and Myong in an analysis of error estimation of the DSMC in the compressible velocity-shear dominated
Couette flow based on the physical laws of conservation [Ref. 27 in Fig. 5], this DSMC behavior
may be explained that the DSMC solution near the wall was contaminated by computational errors
associated with the gas-wall interaction. The reason is that it is improbable to think that only the
pressure (very resilient property) profile suddenly changes its qualitative behavior near the wall,
from monotonic to non-monotonic, when all other (conserved) thermodynamic properties (density
and temperature) remain strictly monotonic. This may indicate that the current mesoscopic DSMC
(in which one simulation particle represents real molecules in order of 106−13) has a limitation in
validating the properties near the wall in fundamental level and deterministic atomic-level microscopic MD simulation is required to complement the validation study.
Figs. 5 and 6 depict the remaining conserved variables (streamwise velocity and temperature).
For velocity, all data including the MD simulation predict essentially the same trend: a quadratic
profile with a maximum at the center. However, there is a fundamental difference in the temperature
profile: a maximum at the center in the classical NSF theory, although a minimum at the center in
the non-classical results (NCCR theory, DSMC, and MD data). According to the analytical NCCR
theory, the ultimate source of the central temperature minimum can be traced to the extra coupling
term of viscous shear stress and force, aΠ x y , appearing in the non-Fourier law of heat flux given
in (4). The coupling term then gives rise to the factor cos−e S ∗ in the non-classical solution of
temperature (9) and makes the profile quadratic near the center, in contrast with pure quartic in the
classical solution.
B. Non-conserved properties for the second-order constitutive laws and phase portraits

Figs. 7-10 depict the non-conserved variables (shear stress, normal stresses, normal heat flux,
and tangential heat flux) measured from the values at the center. For shear stress and normal heat
flux, all the data including the MD simulation show essentially the same qualitative behaviors. However, only the non-classical results (NCCR, DSMC, and MD) can correctly describe the existence
of non-zero normal stress and tangential heat flux, while the classical NSF theory misses them
completely. Again, the ultimate origin of these abnormal behaviors can be explained in concise
way by the non-classical non-Navier-Fourier laws (3) and (4) of the second-order NCCR theory
(equivalently, the analytical solutions (11) and (13)). Notice that the normal stress profile Π ∗y y (S ∗)
is quadratic near the center through tan2 S ∗ of (11), while the tangential heat flux profile Q∗x (S ∗)
is quartic near the center through tan4 S ∗ of (13), since it is proportional to Π ∗x y Q∗y . Both are
convincingly validated by the MD and DSMC simulation data.
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FIG. 7. Shear stress distribution Π x y (y ∗) 0/p(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).



FIG. 8. Normal stress distribution Π y y (y ∗) 0/p(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6,
Kn = 0.1).

)


 (
FIG. 9. Normal heat flux distribution Q y (y ∗) 0/ p(0) RT (0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow
(ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

In Figs. 11 and 12, the phase portraits of stress and heat flux are depicted in order to confirm
the existence of the constraints on stress and heat flux givenin (3) and (4). The stress and heat flux
are normalized by the pressure p and a reference value p(0) RT(0), respectively. All non-classical
results (NCCR, DSMC, and MD) clearly show the existence of the constraints of stress (quadratic)
and heat flux (linear), while the classical NSF theory describes none of them.
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FIG. 10. Tangential heat flux distribution Q y (y ∗) 0/ p(0) RT (0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow
(ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).





FIG. 11. Kinematic constraint on viscous stresses Π x y 0/p vs Π y y 0/p for −1/2 < y ∗ < 1/2 in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

)


 (
FIG. 12. Relationship between heat fluxes Q y, x (y ∗) 0/ p(0) RT (0) for −1/2 < y ∗ < 1/2 in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

C. Validation of the second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws and theory
behind exotic heat conduction from cold to hot

Finally, in order to validate the second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws (3) and (4),
the non-conserved variables are depicted with respect to the thermodynamic forces (that is, the
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FIG. 13. Shear stress in function of the velocity gradient −ηdu/dy/p(0) vs Π x y (y ∗) 0/p(0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

gradients of velocity and temperature for stress and heat flux, respectively) in Figs. 13-16. For shear
stress in Fig. 13, all results, including the MD simulation, show essentially the same property close
to the linear law in the transition regime. However, as was already observed in Fig. 8 for normal
stress, there is a fundamental difference in the case of normal stress in Fig. 14: zero in classical
NSF theory, whereas non-zero and quadratic in the non-classical results (NCCR theory, DSMC, and
MD data). A similar conclusion can be found for the normal and tangential heat fluxes as shown
in Figs. 15 and 16. In the case of normal heat flux, all results including the MD simulation show
essentially the same property, almost linear law in the transition regime. In addition, the tangential
heat flux is strictly zero in the case of the classical NSF theory, while it remains non-zero and linear
in the non-classical results.
On the other hand, there is a very interesting phenomenon directly related to the central temperature minimum in the case of heat flux. When the central temperature minimum in Fig. 6 is carefully
examined in conjunction with the normal heat flux distribution in Fig. 9, it can be observed that the
central region shows instantaneous heat conduction from the cold region to the hot region, which
seems completely odd, at first glance, and against the conventional Fourier law. In fact, such an
exotic non-Fourier law is highlighted in the zoomed boxes of Figs. 15 and 16. When the temperature increases in the positive y-direction near the center, the normal heat flux according to the
non-Fourier law (4) becomes positive, while it remains strictly negative in the conventional Fourier
law, Q y0 = −kdT/d y. This fundamental behavior leads to the existence of the exotic non-Fourier
constitutive law near the center in the force-driven Poiseuille flow. Similarly, the odd-looking



FIG. 14. Normal stress in function of the velocity gradient −ηdu/dy/p(0) vs Π y y (y ∗) 0/p(0) in the force-driven
compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).
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(
) 
)


 (
FIG. 15. Normal heat flux in function of the temperature gradient −k dT /dy/ p(0) RT (0) vs Q y (y ∗) 0/ p(0) RT (0)
in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).

(
)

16. Tangential heat flux in function of the temperature gradient −k dT /dy/ p(0) RT (0)
)
(

[Q x (y ∗)]0/ p(0) RT (0) in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow (ε h w = 0.6, Kn = 0.1).
FIG.

vs

behavior near the origin observed from the zoomed box of Fig. 16 of tangential heat flux can be
explained by the exotic heat conduction from cold to hot.
In summary, after having validated various non-classical phenomena, in particular, the pressure
and non-conserved variables (normal viscous stress and tangential heat flux), using the deterministic atomic-level microscopic MD simulation, it would be safe to conclude that the algebraic
second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws (3) and (4) deduced from the second-order exact
consequence of the Boltzmann equation (1) are physically legitimate in velocity shear flows.

V. CONCLUSION

The second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws, expressed in a compact algebraic
mathematical form, were for the first time validated for the force-driven Poiseuille gas flow by
the deterministic atomic-level microscopic MD. Emphasis was placed on how three completely
different methods (a second-order continuum macroscopic NCCR theory based on the kinetic Boltzmann equation, the probabilistic mesoscopic DSMC, and, in particular, the deterministic microscopic MD) describe the non-classical physics, and whether the second-order non-Navier-Fourier
constitutive laws derived from the NCCR theory could be validated using MD solutions for the
viscous stress and heat flux calculated directly from the molecular data using the statistical method
like the Irving-Kirkwood procedure.
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It was shown that all the results obtained by the three methods were in strong qualitative
agreement with each other. The level of agreement is higher than expected, considering the uncertainties that may arise from different types of gas (Maxwellian molecule, hard sphere, and argon
atom), and different treatments of the gas-wall molecular interaction (accommodation coefficient,
diffusive interaction, and Lennard-Jones interaction parameter). Also, a mathematical simplification
q2nd(κ) ≈ 1 was introduced to the NCCR theory on the ground that the sinh κ/κ term may play
a negligible role in velocity shear flow. Therefore, the fair agreement between the NCCR theory
and the MD and DSMC data may imply that the second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws
expressed as a compact algebraic mathematical form (3) and (4) are indeed physically legitimate in
the transition regime.
Nonetheless, a gap between the DSMC and the MD-NCCR in the pressure profile near the wall,
non-monotonic versus strict monotonic, was also identified. It is suspected that the DSMC solution
near the wall was contaminated by computational errors associated with the gas-wall interaction.
This finding may indicate that the current mesoscopic DSMC has a limitation in validating the
higher-order constitutive laws near the wall in fundamental level and deterministic atomic-level
microscopic MD simulation is required to complement the validation study.
Furthermore, it was shown that there is a fundamental difference in the role of non-classical
laws in the transition regime. The plots of the non-conserved variables with respect to the thermodynamic forces indicated that the non-Navier-Fourier laws are essential in describing non-zero normal
stress and tangential heat flux, while the classical and non-classical laws remain similar (linear) for
shear stress and normal heat flux.
Overall, the present study demonstrated that non-classical thermal physics arising from the
second-order non-Navier-Fourier constitutive laws play an essential role in flows far from thermal equilibrium and consequently thermal aspects must be treated fully. Even with an isothermal
wall condition, an exotic temperature profile can be formed by the non-Fourier law and it may
result in abnormal behaviors, like the Knudsen minimum in mass flow rate and the instantaneous
heat conduction from cold to hot. Therefore, theoretical and experimental investigations of the
whole flow fields, like cross-stream pressure and temperature, and heat flux distributions beyond
the usual reduced quantities like the mass flow rate, will remain essential for obtaining a deeper
understanding of rarefied and micro- and nano-scale gas flows.
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